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INSIDE:

1989: LAW

SCHOOL
HAS A BANNER
ADMISSION YEAR

HATS

OFF!
'

You will find ...
e graduates talk about
E
their fast-paced careers as
corporate counsels, revealing
how the business world has
challenged their considerable
talents and channeled their
enormous energies. See story
Pages 4-7.
Our faculty are prodigious
writers, among the top 50 law
school faculties in scholarly
productivity. See Page 11.
And for examples of how much
more faculty members contrib
ute to the institution and the
community, see Page 13.
An Ad Hoc Committee on
Bar Passage has suggested that
a focus on the basics- hard
work in school, single-minded
preparation for the bar exam
is needed to remedy a lower
than-statewide-average on last
July's bar exam, and the Dean
retains and expands the com
rnittee to review bar performances
in the future . Story on Page 9.
Our Placement Services can
proudly report that more than
1,000 job interviews were
conducted on campus this year,
and they're even happier to
single out many Puget Sound
graduates who returned to seek
summer clerks and new asso
ciates from among our current
students . See Page 12.
This year prominent teachers,
politicians, and professionals
from across the country stirred
things up at the Puget Sound
podium, and a few are detailed
on Page 10. Meanwhile, students
and alums did some speaking
out of their own when they
rallied for diversity. See Page 8.

CALENDAR
'

JUNE
16 Reunion '80, Point
Defiance Aquarium
21 Faculty Fireside in Tacoma,
Labor Law, Assistant
Professor Melinda
Branscomb
JULY
6 Deadline for receipt of Law
Alumni Society Board of
Directors election ballots
23- Washington State Bar
25 Exam, Spokane
SEPTEMBER
4 Fall classes begin
OCTOBER
1 Fall on-campus interviews
begin

Numher of applicants grows and grows.. .

.--\ job u·ell don e...
e Law School gratefully
h
acknowledges the superb work
of the following graduates who
participated actively in the
1989 Alumni/ae Ambassadors
for Admission program.

WESTERN
WASHINGTON
• Joan Abbey '87, National
Labor Relations Board
• David Acheson '88, Senate
Republican Caucus
• R. Miller Adams '87,
Ogden, Murphy & Wallace
• Gary Baker '86, Riddell,
Williams, Bullitt & Walkin
shaw • Stephanie Brod '86,
City of Bellevue • Bruce
Clark '84, Karr Tuttle
Campbell • Kerry Cochran
Holt '87, Weinstein & Hacker
• Larry Custer '85 , Wolf
stone, Panchot & Block
• Sharon DeHaan '84, City
of Everett • Tad Dodge '85 ,
Hannula & Harkins • Jodi
Fatland-Hoffman '86, City of
Tacoma
• Garry Fujita '78, Davis
Wright Tremaine • Martha
Gannett '88, Thomas J.
Chambers & Associates
• B. Craig Gourley '84,
Revelle, Ries & Hawkins
• Jill Hendrix '86, King County
Prosecuting Attorney • John
Iani '85, Bogle & Gates
• Jeffrey James '88, Bogle &
Gates • Jared Karstetter '87,
King County Police Union
• Bruce Kelley III '87, Law
Offices of Bruce Kelley
• David Lawyer '86, Inslee,
Best, Chapin et al. • Diane
McGaha '88, Washington
Arbitration & Mediation
Services • Lisa Napoli

O'Toole '87, Bogle & Gates
• Kit Narodick '87, Bogle &
Gates • Shirley Ort '86,
Washington Higher Education
Coordinating Board • Terri
Otake '88, Seattle King County
Public Defender
• Brett Purtzer '87,
Attorney at Law • Judith
Ramseyer '87, MacDonald,
Hogue & Bayless • Sharon
Sakamoto '84, Attorney at
Law • Klaus Snyder '86,
Law Offices of Klaus Snyder
• David Swan '83, Board of
Industrial Insu-rance Appeals
• Sidney Swan '83, Schroeter,
Goldmark & Bender
• Therese Swanson '85 , State
Department of Ecology
• Timothy Winship '87, Lee,
Smart, Cook, Martin &
Patterson

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
• Erik Bakke '88, Weeks &
Skala • Patrick Ballew '86,
Bogle & Gates • Carrie
Eggimann Runge '85, Benton
County Prosecutor's Office
• Aaron Lowe '84, Attorney
at Law • Dan C. Peterson
'85, Washington State Univer
sity • Gil Sparks '88, Ogden,
Murphy & Wallace

ALASKA
• Deitra Ennis '84, Attorney
at Law • Vanessa Karns '88,
Tugman, Clark & Ray
• T. J. Mackell '84, United
States Coast Guard
• Greggory Olson '88,
Alaska Public Defender
• Wayne Watson '88,
Lynch, Crosby & Sisson

CLASS OF 1989
EMPLOYMENT REPORT
Private practice draws most grads ...
ccording to the annual National Association of Law
A
Placement survey, respondents indicated that 88 percent of the
Class of 1989 had secured employment within nine months of
graduation. Of the 12 percent who reported that they had not yet
found work, 20 percent said they were not seeking employment at
the present time.
Continuing an upward trend since the
1987 report, 47 percent reported finding
their first job in private practice, and,
consistent with other Law School
graduates, more than half of them joined
small firms with 2-10 attorneys.
Private Practice
A downward trend shows far fewer of
our graduates entering the public interest
Government
sector, dropping from 8.5 percent in 1987
to 1.3 percent in 1989.
Business
True to tradition, most of our 269 Class
of '89 graduates prefer to remain in the
Judicial Clerk
state of Washington (79.2 percent). Those
who ventured farther afield settled in
Public Interest
Guam, the District of Columbia, Alaska,
Texas, Hawaii, California and places in
Academic/ Other
between. In Washington, you'll find them
Advanced Degree
in the traditional larger cities, but they are
Work
also in Friday Harbor and Clarkston,
Bremerton and Cashmere, Chehalis and
Military
Shelton, and numerous other small- and
some not so small- towns.
Unemployed
1989
1988 1 - - - - - - - 4
1987 ....__ ___,

Pictured on the cover:
Aaron Owada '83, president
of the Law Alumni Society

e members of the 1989
h
Entering Class are among the
"best and brightest" ever to
enroll at Puget Sound.
Although Admission staffers
already are knee-deep in review
ing a projected 1,500 applica
tions for 300 spots in the 1990
Entering Class, one can still
detect a certain satisfying
smugness in their smiles. No
wonder. Consider these facts
about the first-year class:
• A full 48 percent are
women, the highest female
enrollment in Puget Sound's
history.
• 45 students (over 14 per
cent of the class) are repre
sentatives ofethnic minority
groups, another all-time high.
• Median LSAT is 35 , the
upper 30th percentile nationally.
• Average GPA is 3.2 (top
quarter) .
• A total of 144 different
undergraduate institutions
across the nation are repre
sented, 25 more than the
previous year and still another
record-breaker for Puget Sound.
• 34 students- more than
11 percent of the class- come
from the nation's 60 most
highly selective colleges and
universities, up from 20 such
students in 1988.
Admission Director Jennifer
Freimund cited a number of
factors for the marked upward
trend in the quality and diver
sity of Puget Sound's entering
classes. Among them:
• expanding national recog
nition of the quality of life in
the Northwest;
• the Seattle area's booming
economy;
• a growing group of distin
guished alumni/ ae with excel
lent reputations among members
of the practicing bar;
• a dramatic increase in

interest among legal employers
in hiring Puget Sound grad
uates (on-campus interviews
have grown by 110 percent
since 1985).
"In part because of these
external influences and in part
because of Puget Sound's
growing reputation generally,
we have experienced consistent
growth in the number of persons
making application to this Law
School," said Freimund. "As a
result, standards for admission
are more competitive than at
any time in our history."
Associate Dean Joan Watt,
who holds overall management
responsibility for student
recruitment, said that a chief
reason for 1989's successful
admission effort was the newly
created Alumni/ ae Ambassadors
for Admission program.
Through that program, some
50 alumni / ae individually
cultivated nearly 200 of the
Law School's most competitive
candidates for admission in
Washington and Alaska. They
wrote personal letters to each
student, initiated one-on-one
phone calls, and in some
instances met personally with
their assigned prospects. (See
related story this page for a
listing of Law School graduates
who participated in the program.)
The program was so success
ful that it has been expanded in
1990 to include alumni/ ae and
prospective students in Oregon,
California, Colorado, and
Montana.
Alumni/ ae Ambassadors for
Admission will play an even
more important role in recruit
ing this year, as the Admission
staff struggles to keep pace
with the ever-increasing appli
cant volume, according to Dean
Watt.
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CLASS OF '80 PLANS
TENTH REUNION
WITH THE SHARKS

ALUMNI SOCIETY
PRESIDENT'S
NOTES
W e've com e a long way ...
A
s we set our sights on the
coming decade, it is instructive
to reflect on the developments
of Puget Sound law graduates
and the Law Alumni Society.
Hopefully, a brief reminiscence
will remind us of where we
have come from and provide
some clues as to where we need
to go.
The early graduates of the
law school characterize them
selves as survivors, and rightfully
so. They were students at an
unknown law school which was
located in the used-car-lot
district of Tacoma. The school
had barely achieved accreditation
by the time the first class of 18
graduated. Questioned legitimacy
as a real law graduate was a
major impediment to getting a
job. As Bill Redkey '77
explained, "pounding the pave
ment looking for a job was
tough. Nobody knew who we
were or what we could do."
When the law school moved
its permanent location to down
town Tacoma, it began to gain
legitimacy and acceptance in
the Puget Sound community.
No longer a temporary fixture
on South Tacoma Way, the
new building represented a
commitment on the part of the
University, the graduates, and
the community to the fledgling
law school. Chief Justice Burger
of the United States Supreme
Court gave his blessings at the
opening ceremony, and the
decade of the eighties at the
new law school began. As our
colleagues began to fill such
positions as associates in all
major law firms, senior partners,
company presidents, local and
state legislators, deputy attorneys
general, superior court judges,
and successful litigators, the
legal community in the Pacific
Northwest stopped wondering
if "United Parcel Services"
really gave out law degrees.

World-cla ss 1.oining and dining .. .
Now into the nineties with
over 4,000 members of the Law
Alumni Society, we must look
ahead. Sometime this decade
there will be more attorneys in
Washington from Puget Sound
than any other law school in
the nation. Having once
wondered if we could even
break into the establishment,
soon we will have sufficient
numbers to become the estab
lishment. That of course, will
not happen unless Puget Sound
graduates maximize their indi
vidual contributions to the
profession and become a cohesive
force in the legal community.
To assist with the develop
ment of our talent within the
legal community, the Law
Alumni Society, under the
leadership of immediate past
president, Tracy Faust '85,
adopted as one of its goals the
provision of professional support
services. The Society recently
co-sponsored a day-long CLE,
titled "Going Solo," on the
practical considerations of solo
or small practices. The CLE
was very well attended, with
over 100 alums taking advantage
of the complimentary seminar.
We have also been developing
a network of regional liaisons to
help us in our efforts to sponsor
more events for alums outside
of the Puget Sound area.
Regional liaison Mark
Marsing '80 hosted a Yakima
County Bar Association program
last spring at which Professor
Frankel gave a CLE presentation.
Peter Spadoni '80, the regional
liaison for Wenatchee, has
organized a CLE on recent
developments in corporate tax
which Professor Branson will
be leading. Lisa Hanning '86,
regional liaison for Colorado,

and Jeff Meehan '88, regional
liaison for the Vancouver/
Portland area, are both planning
events for their areas in the
near future.
The Society's student pro
gramming has continued this
year with our semi-annual
practice bar exam sessions and
bar preparation programs. We
are, of course, very concerned
about the passage rate, and we
are exploring ways to address
this situation. The Board has
established an ad hoc committee
which will work in concert with
the Academic Resource Center
to develop bar exam related
programs. Your help is needed.
Please give us a call if you are
interested in getting involved.
We have achieved much over
the last two decades. Your
Law Alumni Society Board of
Directors looks forward to the
next decade with anticipation of
an ever stronger Puget Sound
presence in the community and
profession. We hope you will
become an active participant
with us in realizing our goals
for the Society and School.
As a special note of thanks, I
would like to thank Dean Bond
for his continued support, Lucy
Allard and Beth Mabel of
Alumni/ae Affairs, and fellow
board members Jim Lopez '78,
Mary Jo Heston '80, Linda
Moran '86, Jim Orlando '83,
Doug Hill '81, Sam Pember
ton '76, Terry Sebring '74
and David Strout '79 for their
efforts on behalf of the Society
and the Law School.
- Aaron Owada '83

Victors and vanquished (students
and alums) after the 1989 soccer
match at Baker Stadium.

S hark jokes have been
rampant as the Class of '80
prepares to celebrate its Tenth
Reunion at the Point Defiance
Aquarium in Tacoma. On
Saturday, June 16, while renew
ing friendships and remem
bering University of South
Tacoma days, class members
will explore the inner reef and
gaze up into the blue hole of
the brand new South Pacific

Aquarium. The North Pacific
Aquarium fish will be your
companions for a lavish buffet
dinner. (But please don't look
for fish on the menu.)
The festivities will begin with
a reception at 7:00 and dinner
at 8:30. Registration infor
mation will be mailed in May.
So start humming the theme to
JAWS and get set for a great
evening of fun with your
classmates!

ANNUAL SOCCER MATCH
L
e students were victm;ious at the fifteeth annual student/alum
soccer match held earlier this spring on the main campus of the
University. Under a beautiful blue sky, on the green grass of
Baker Stadium, a lively band of students defeated the alums 2-0.
According to Peter Kram '76, the primary organizer of the
event, the soccer matches were initiated back in 1976 when the
3L's challenged the 1L's. The following year the alums
challenged the students, and in the intervening years, faculty have
sometimes become involved.
In the early years, the games were held at the Warner Field by
the Benaroya Business Park. The students built the goal posts for
the game, and, according to a recent report, those posts are still
being used by the local school and park.

PHONE, FAX, OR COME ON DOWN
W
're always happy to hear
from our graduates. Here are
phone numbers for a variety of
offices, including the Publications
Office, where you can express
any opinions about this issue of
Lawyer or let us know what
you'd like to see in future issues.
Admission ........... (206)591-2252
Alumni/ae
Office ... ... ...... .. ... (206)591-2288
Associate
Dean............. ..... (206)591-2269
Bookstore ............ (206)591-2289
Business
Office .......... ....... (206)591-2997

Career
Services ............... (206)591-2265
(formerly Placement)
Dean................... (206)591-2273
Faculty
Offices ................ (206)591-2201
Financial Aid ...... (206)591-2261
Job Board Hot
Line ............. ...... . (206)591-2292
(new listings weekly Friday
afternoon)
Library....... .. .. .... (206)591-2975
Publications ....... (206)591-8885
Registrar. ............ (206)591-2258
AND OUR FAX NUMBER IS:
206-591-6313
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CORPORATE COUNSELS
VALUE THEIR COMPANIES,
WORK WITH THE BIG PICTURE IN MIND
\\ 'h<.> n th e> husiness

l l'orld

F orget everything you've
heard about corporate counsels.
Drop quickly the notion that
they sit behind their desks and
shuffle papers all day .
Think instead about Tom
Carrato '78, who, on the week
Lawyer tried to catch up with
him, was in New York City on
Monday, Boston on Tuesday,
called us from Baton Rouge on
Wednesday, went on to New
Orleans on Thursday, and flew
home to the Chevron Chemical
Company headquarters in San
Ramon, Calif., on Friday.
Or, consider Catherine
Walker '80 , who spent a good
part of January doing business
for Westin Hotel Company in
Taiwan, Brazil, and China, has
spent about 50 percent of her
time on the road in the last
year, and assures her far-flung
clients that "if it makes sense
to close a deal in five days,
we'll close it. We'll negotiate it
all night and close it."
And, don't forget Joel
Beerman '74, who recently
returned to his office in Atlanta
from New York City after nego
tiating the sale of a Georgia
Gulf subsidiary. "I went up on
a Tuesday. We started nego
tiating on Wednesday morning
at 8 o'clock and went until 10
at night. The second day we
started at 8 in the morning and
went until 4 the next morning,
got a few hours of rest, then
negotiated until 7 at night.
That was when we finally had
the deal we wanted and we shook
hands."
Another notion- that corporate
legal work is repetitive and dull 
is quickly disproved by James
Robinson '74 who has moved
as an attorney through three
different operating divisions of
the Boeing Company. "We
have a goal within the legal
staffs at Boeing to circulate
people to the extent that it
makes sense and they are qualified,
because it gives us a broader
perspective and makes us more
valuable to the corporation."

called . th ey answered .. .
Corporate work dull? Not by
Tom Carrato's lights. After
eight years of private practice,
he felt "settled in" and "very
stagnant." He started with
Chevron as a human resources
supervisor at a fertilizer plant
of about 200 employees located
in Eastern Washington, and
soon became supervisor of
environmental health and safety
as well as human resources for
a two-plant facility. Within
three years of joining the
company, he had moved into
the corporate law department at
the company headquarters in
the Bay Area, where he took
and passed the California bar.
"There are very few jobs that
have the variety and challenge
this particular job has," he said.
" I keep moving in terms of the
mental challenge and the
physical one, responding to the
demands of what is essentially
a nationwide practice."
"In short, there's no moss
growing on me," Carrato noted .
Nor, it's apparent, on Catherine
Walker.
Walker, who recently moved
up to vice president and general
counsel for the Westin Hotel
Company, runs the legal depart
ment at corporate headquarters
in Seattle, where her primary
duty is to advise the senior
officers and board of directors .
Among a dizzying array of
duties, she oversees all the
legal aspects of development
projects for a company whose
new strategic plan calls for a
doubling of the number of
hotels around the world by
1998. Having negotiated all of
the company's international
projects in the last three years,
she regularly interacts with
counsel in Boston, New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Sao Paolo, and
other cities in which hotels are
or will be located.
"The nature of this work is so
challenging, so interesting, and
requires so much creativity, "

Walker said. "I think it's as
good as any lawyer would see
in private practice. And what's
even better than private practice
is that because I'm part of the
business, I'm part of the decision
making. We (the lawyers) are
there from the very beginning
and we're there when the
trouble breaks out, helping right
away to solve it. It's great fun
to see a project from start to
finish."
Among the other attributes
that corporate counsels value
about their jobs, the ability to
work without the specter of the
billable hour ranks high. While
many often work as hard as
lawyers in private practice, they
feel that they have more auton
omy in deciding how to get a
job done.
"There are weeks when I
work every bit as hard as any
one in private practice," said
Beerman. "Usually, I can manage
my time better than I think
people in private practice can.
I don't have every weekend
taken up with work."
For Hwa-Tsun Feng '80,
the less-frantic pace of corporate
counsel seems a healthy, life
affirming choice. Vice president
and senior counsel in the law
department at Seafirst Bank,
F eng says that he left private
practice in part because he
thought being house counsel
would allow "a better balance
in the various lives. There is
your professional life, a family
life and a life with your friends.
There is also another aspect of
a life- our responsibility to
society. The job that allows a
person to do a balancing act, to
do a reasonably good job in all
your lives, that's the way to go I
say."
And for Jim Robinson, who
savors the time he gets to spend
with his three grown children,
being in- house counsel is
"extremely satisfying."
"There's no question that it's
very challenging," Robinson
said. "You can easily put in as

many hours as you would in
private practice, but you don't
have to. You won't earn the
big bucks that potentially you
could earn in a private practice,
but it 's extremely interesting
and there are a lot of benefits
to being associated with a large
corporation like Boeing.
"There's the travel , the per
sonal benefits, the subject
matter that you work on, and
the extremely talented people
you work with."
The ongoing relationship with
talented people, with people
they respect and who respect
them, with people whose trust
they 've earned and whose
opinion they value- that looms
large for each of the corporate
counsels.
And none complained that
their clients told them they
charged too much.
Since many of the corpor
ations use outside counsels
extensively for litigation, the
monetary value to the corpor
ation of in-house counsels is
readily apparent. Their value
as part of, or advisers to , the
management team is an incal
culable benefit that is prompt
ing large and lean corporations
alike to institute or enlarge
their law departments .
A closer look at the positions
held by Carrato, Beerman,
Walker, Feng, and Robinson
illustrates the wide range of
duties they perform and the
diverse personalities of these
interesting Puget Sound
graduates.

TOMCARRATO
As senior counsel for Chevron
Chemical Company , Tom
Carrato's chief function is to
manage litigation.
"As new law suits are assigned
that arise," he said, "or are
alleged to arise, from the conduct
of the chemical company, they
come to me and I assign them to

outside counsel to represent the
company."
The chemical company, a
subsidiary of around 6,000
employees, has six different
divisions that produce a variety
of chemical products.
Carrato's second major area of
responsibility is managing
environmental advice. "We
have plants located throughout
the country for which we obtain
counsel, as well as for a variety
of Super Fund sites. Typically,
we assign outside counsel both
for regulatory advice and for
litigation if that arises," he
explained .
One of five lawyers in the
corporate law department,
Carrato joined the company in
1984 and the law department in
1987. Typically, law suits arise
"out of our exposure in the
marketplace," he said. "The
most common and most serious
cases are the ones where some
one alleges that some injury has
occurred because of an exposure
to one of our products. But
there are a multitude of other
scenanos.
"I have a case in Pakistan
which involves the termination
of an agricultural chemical
distributorship . That case has
taken me to Pakistan twice and
Singapore once. I had a case in
Panama that involved a ship
which we alleged contaminated
an entire cargo of one of our
plastic-derivative products. As
a consequence, we had the ship
seized and that resulted in liti
gation in Panama that ultimately
ended up going to arbitration
in London .
"In the environmental area we
are constantly modifying,
expanding or changing plants,
so we have ongoing permitting
processes- for air permits,
water permits, land use permits.
Then we have a lot of activities
under RCRA and CERCLA,
and SRA- the Super Fund
series of laws ."

-Continued on next page-

Tom Carrato '78
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Corporate counsels relish their roles...
No description of Carrato's job
could top his own summary of
his previous week's travels:
"The first stop I made in New
York was to have a meeting
with another major oil company
that has suggested that we are
responsible to clean up or assist
in cleaning up an oil tank farm.
That cleanup could run into the
range of between two and twenty
million dollars, depending on
the degree of cleanup, so that's
a fairly significant case.
"The second phase of the trip,
in Boston, I attended the depo
sition of a plaintiff who alleges
she is permanently and totally
disabled from exposure to a
pesticide which we manufacture
and which was applied by a
licensed pest control applicator
in the Boston area.
"The third stop on the trip
was at Baton Rouge. We have
a plant at St. James, just outside
Baton Rouge, and we are
expanding our capacity at that
plant, actually tripling the size
of the plant, so we're having a
lot of discussion about the air
permitting process and the tech
nology involved in the boilers
at that new plant.
"Then the last stop on the
trip, in New Orleans, was to
interview and coordinate with
an outside law firm that provides
counsel to the plant at St. James
and a fuel additives plant we
have in Belle Chase, Louisiana.
In addition, they are currently
representing us in a third-party
contractor case in which a
contractor was filling a Scott
Air Pack bottle that we owned
and that allegedly exploded. "
Carrato, who clearly relishes
his litigation management role,
stays closely engaged in all of
the lawsuits. "I like to attend
the deposition of plaintiffs. I
like to attend expert depositions.
And within our office we gather
most of the information that is
used to respond to discovery
requests. We also work very
closely with outside counsel in
developing strategy and to some
extent trial tactics."

Managing litigation is better
than actually arguing the case
in court, Carrato says.
"Litigation in private practice
can be very, very stressful.
There's no question about it,
and I joke with outside counsel
about it. I prefer being a Monday
morning quarterback," he said.
"I guess the part of the job
that I enjoy the most is the
opportunity to keep the big
picture in mind all the time, to
have a broad perspective, and
to stay involved with a lot of
different parts of the business. "
Carrato, who graduated first
in his class at Puget Sound,
says he wants an overseas assign
.
ment at some point in his
career. When he entered law
school in 1974, he came almost
directly from Ft. Lewis, where
his last assignment was with the
9th Infantry Division, flying
helicopters for the 3rd squadron
of the 5th air cavalry. A distin
guished military graduate of
Stanford, he spent six years in
the army and intended to make
a career in the military. When
he decided to go to law school,
he couldn't make it fit with the
army at that point.
"In a lot of ways, " Carrato
said, "the corporate life combines
some of the very best of the
army career that I thoroughly
enjoyed with the legal career
which I also thoroughly enjoy.
That is, the mobility, the oppor
tunity to have assignments in
different parts of the country
and different parts of the world,
to change jobs every two or three
years, and to progress through a
structure and organization into
increasing responsibility and
higher management positions.
All of these things have come
together for me in this career."
And he unabashedly declared:
"I love my job. I could probably
talk forever about it."

JOEL BEERMAN
Like Carrato, Joel Beerman
tried private practice, grew
restless, and ended up finding
his niche in a publicly owned
chemical company.

In 1979, he went to work for
the law department of Georgia
Pacific, and moved with that
company to Atlanta in 1982
when the corporate head
quarters was relocated from
Portland. In early 1985, when
the existing management of the
commodity chemical division
did a leveraged buyout and
created Georgia Gulf Corpor
ation, Beerman went along as
associate general counsel. The
company's main products are
chlorine, caustic soda, polyvinyl
chlorides, vinyl chloride monomers
- products generally related to
building products and construc
tion. With plants in six states
and more than 1,000 employees,
the company had sales worldwide
last year that exceeded a billion
dollars .
Beerman describes his work as
"a very business-oriented practice."
In addition to negotiating con
tracts for the purchase or sale of
materials, working on leases,
assisting with acquisitions and
divestitures, and hiring and
monitoring outside counsel, he
spends time with corporate
record-keeping. A big part of
his job relates to ensuring legal
compliance, particularly anti
trust compliance. A great deal
of time is also spent in assuring
securities compliance, filing
reports with the SEC and so
forth.
"I had the idea, like a lot of
people when they get out of law
school, that a real lawyer works
at a firm and goes to court.
For the two years when I did a
lot of litigation- probably 25
trials, small fender -bender jury
trials- it was interesting while I
was still learning. But I soon
felt that there had to be more to
life than establishing who ran
the red light. It seemed a very
unproductive way to be spend
ing my time. I just felt I'd be
happier in a business setting."
For him there was an appeal
to being part of "an ongoing,

profit-making enterprise, where
you can see the benefits of your
projects and your efforts."
"The great thing about being
part of a business is that you
have an ongoing relationship
with the client. You're working
every day with the client, so you
have a much bigger stake in the
ongoing development and process
of the company. "
From the standpoint of a
company, Beerman says, the
litigator is a drain on resources.
"When we have a dispute with
a big customer, for example,
we try to work those problems
out and settle them . We come
up with legitimate compromises."
Beerman came to Puget Sound
right after graduating from
Boston University with a degree
in English. A member of the
first law class, he says that
while in law school, he had no
idea what kind of career he
wanted. His job at Georgia Gulf
is "definitely the right choice
for me because it involves the
stuff I can do. There's a lot of
reading, a lot of analyzing, a lot
of writing, and I can do all that.
"So I feel I'm absolutely in the
right niche. "

CATHERINE
WALKER
Catherine Walker also started
in private practice, in "a great
firm in Seattle that is now Short
Cressman & Burgess, " she said.
She made the change because "I
just didn't see being a litigator
the rest of my life, and I wanted
something that was more of a
relationship-building role as a
lawyer."
In private practice for four
and a half years, she was "the
typical litigation associate, "
doing some family law, but a
preponderance of commercially
related litigation, much of it repre
senting debtors under Chapter
11 reorganizations. When she
started to look around, the
timing was such that the job of
associate general counsel for the
Westin Company "fell into my
lap," she said .

When she started at Westin in
1985, there were two separate
law departments, one focused
on development and one on
corporate law and operations.
Last July, when she was pro
moted to vice president and
general counsel, the two depart
ments were combined, and she
is in the process of determining
how to staff them.
The Westin Hotel Company,
an international corporation that
specializes in the management
of first class hotels around the:
world, has been located in the
Northwest for 60 years. The
pldest hotel management com
pany in the country, Westin
was purchased by the Aoki
C orporation, a Japanese con
struction corporation, in 1988.
The change has brought "more
rapid decisionmaking, more
pynamic interaction with senior
pfficers, and a management
style where things move along,
where change is relatively easy
to effect, " Walker said.
1
Another positive change is
,t hat the company has become
"very international in its
,corporate culture, " she noted.
"Even though we had a pres
ence in a variety of places
:a round the world, the manage
'm ent was almost exclusively
.white male. That is no longer
,the case. Right now I'm flanked
with men who are Chinese and
Japanese and speak three or four
different languages, who have
lived and worked in a variety of
places around the world. So
there's a much more global
orientation. And that has been
a tremendous benefit of having
the Aoki Corporation as our
parent."
With 65 hotels in countries
around the world, ranging in
size from 315 to almost 2,000
rooms, and plans for developing
an equal number of new hotels,
the senior legal officer has a
formidable task. Pre-opening
services contracts and manage
ment contracts are crucial to the
business.
"Negotiating a contract with
an owner is much more than a
purely legal transaction. It
-Continued on next page-
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.·\re highly valued by their clients...
establishes a business relationship.
Management contracts are for a
minimum term of 20 years, so
we're planning a long-term
relationship.
"From the very start of a
project, the lawyers are the ones
who provide a continuity. And
that's very exciting. Having
been here five years now, I'm
seeing the hotels that I worked
on as development projects
coming on line as operating
hotels. The Walt Disney World
Swan Hotel in Orlando, Florida,
just opened in November. And
that's a very exciting facility, a
fabulous spot."
Another fabulous facility will
be a Westin Hotel in Tokyo, a
project that Walker recalls with
great enthusiasm.
"There's been nothing more
gratifying for me as a lawyer
than to shake hands with one of
the senior Sapporo Breweries
representatives in Tokyo when
we concluded negotiations on
the management contract for
the Tokyo project. The Westin
Hotel will be part of one of the
largest developments in Tokyo
in the last 15 or 20 years, and
probably for a number of years
to come. It's Sapporo Breweries'
world headquarters, and the
Westin Hotel is a pivotal part
of that.
"There were over 100 press
representatives from Japan and
the U.S. at the press conference
to announce the project. And
for the group of us who put the
deal together- the development
director in Hong Kong, the
people in the tax department,
all the other divisions that we
call on to put a contract together
- it was just a great feeling of a
team having achieved a major
accomplishment," she said.
"I guess what it's really about
for me, being here in this com
pany, is that I work around a
lot of people who value the
lawyers. They don't look on us
as a problem or an obstacle.
They value us as an integral
part of a team process. And I
feel very fortunate to be in a
company where the legal depart
ment can serve that function. I

feel that the work I do on a
day-to-day basis is highly valued
by the clients I serve. Being in
a place where people enjoy talking
with you as a lawyer and value
what you do for them is as good
as anything that happens in pri
vate practice."
A native of Seattle, Walker
earned a bachelor's in experi
mental psychology at the Uni
versity of Washington and
decided to go to law school
because she thought it would be
"an appropriate graduate degree
in liberal arts, but not knowing
whether I wanted to practice
law." At Puget Sound, she was
managing editor of the Law
Review in her third year. She
compares her education at Puget
Sound favorably with that of a
number of friends who were
attending the UW at the same
time. "All in all, I had as fine
as education, if not fmer, at UPS,"
she said.
Walker also declared that
working for the Westin Com
pany is a great deal of fun.
Almost an experiment in inter
nationalism- Westin was one of
the country's first major services
companies purchased by a
Japanese corporation- the job
also means that wherever Walker
goes, she has first-class accom
modations.

HWA-TSUN FENG
For Hwa-Tsun Feng, exercises
in internationalism are only a
stone's throw from his 32nd
floor office in the Seafirst
Building in downtown Seattle.
Feng, who is vice president
and senior counsel in the law
department at Seafirst Bank,
says the bank, the largest in the
Northwest, is "very progressive,
very customer-oriented, and
very big on marketing." It's
also a good place to work for
someone who describes himself
as "fiscally responsible," who
enjoys "getting things done,"
and who isn't afraid to take a
leadership role in any endeavor.
Outside of his family life and
his life as a lawyer at Seafirst

Bank, he gets involved in volun
teer work. He's served as pres
ident of the Chinese Information
and Service Center, a social
service agency in Seattle's China
town, helping new immigrants
and the Chinese elderly. He's
also been active in promoting
opportunities for minorities in
the law through bar association
activities. And he has been
"very, very active in the Rotary
Club of Seattle-International
District."
"Our club was instrumental in
getting women into Rotary and
I am proud to say that I was
one of the people who made a
substantial contribution in the
area," he said.
In fact, Feng was a plaintiff in
one of the suits filed to bring
women into Rotary.
An extremely thoughtful and
well-spoken man, Feng entered
law practice at the age of 42,
following a career as a planner
at Weyerhaeuser, which followed
a career as an engineer at 3M.
Born in China and raised in
Hong Kong, Feng came to the
U .S. to study. He earned a
bachelor's degree in mechanical
engineering at the University of
Nebraska and a master's at
Purdue. While working at 3M
in Minnesota, he decided to
look to the West Coast for a
good place to live, and he ended
up in operations research at
Weyerhaeuser, where he stayed
for 12 years. Approaching 40,
he decided to go to law school
because, "while I liked my job
at the time, I wasn't sure I
wanted to be a planner for the
rest of my life," he said.
"I never thought I would be
practicing law right after law
school. I looked at a law degree
as something for the future. I
was doing fine as a middle man
ager at Weyerhaeuser."
An evening student who grad
uated cum laude , Feng says he
found law school easy but time
consuming work- so he quickly
organized a study group of
"mature, intelligent, responsible,

like-minded people" to whom he
handed out assignments. This
ability to organize people to get
things done has served him well
in business and in volunteer
activities , he noted.
"I don 't think too many law
yers will tell you this, but I
thoroughly enjoyed studying for
the bar and taking the bar exam
ination. I just loved it," he said.
In 1981, Feng became the first
Puget Sound graduate hired by
the Seattle firm of Davis Wright
Tremaine (then Davis, Wright,
Todd , Riese & Jones). He says
he was surprised when Davis
Wright hired him, a "42-year
old brand new attorney," but he
made the switch from corporate
planner immediately. "I thought,
and I still think, that there is no
better training for a brand new
lawyer than in a good, large law
firm."
When Seafirst established its
own law department in 1985
and hired Stan Carlson, Davis
Wright's senior banking partner,
to be its first general counsel,
Feng was the first attorney hired
by Carlson.
At Seafirst, Feng does a fair
amount of bankruptcy work,
medium and small size litiga
tions, and a lot of litigation
monitoring.
In dealing with in-house clients,
what Feng enjoys most is "when
a banker or a branch manager
calls and tells me they have a
problem. I ask them about the
facts- because normally they
only tell you bits and pieces, so
I ask questions- and when I'm
satisfied they are asking the right
question, if I am able right then
to give them the answer, that is
fun. That means I have a closure,
we have solved the problem in
a short conversation, and it is
really time well spent."
Calling himself a "ham," Feng
said he loves to go into the court
room, but does not do it often
because the vast majority of
cases never go to trial.

While each career switch has
meant a temporary decline in
salary, "making a lot of money
was not a major consideration
for me," Feng said . What did
matter was "a contract that my
wife and I made with our two
boys that we would send them
to whatever college they were
able to get into." They kept
that contract, and their oldest
son, Peter, is a Yale graduate,
while son Paul, who declined
Yale, is a student at Pomona.
Feng says that he's happy to
be at a bank that has such pro
gressive and fast-moving manage
ment. "I like the fact that
every day is different . I enjoy
coming to work and being a
lawyer at Seafirst, " he said .

JAMES ROBINSON
Another man of multiple
careers who found that the role
of corporate counsel ideally
suits his talents is Jim Robinson.
Currently senior attorney with
the Boeing Aerospace & Elec
tronics division , he has been a
lawyer for Boeing since 1978.
He managed the legal staff of
Boeing Advanced Systems
(formerly the Seattle branch of
Boeing Military Airplanes) for
six years, and before that was
with Boeing Marine Systems for
four years.
The Boeing Company, with
some 160,000 employees in th~c
U.S. and Canada, has only
about 80 to 85 lawyers employed
in the various law departments.
Of that number, some 15 to 20
are patent lawyers. Slots for
generalists like Robinson are
rarely open. "It's very competitive.
I was in the right place at the
right time," he said.
An electrical engineering grad
uate of the University of Wash
ington, where he also did grad
uate studies, Robinson was
employed as an electrical engi
neer with Boeing for four years
before he decided he wanted to
be a lawyer. A member of the
first graduating class at Puget
Sound, he spent three years in
private practice in Seattle and
was unhappy with the work .

-Continued on next
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1990-91
And earn a lot of respect and good will...
"I found out I wasn't at all
interested in the kind of trial
work I thought I wanted to do
when I was in law school.
Divorces, personal injury work,
probates, adoptions, criminal
law- when I got out and started
doing that kind of work and
when the newness wore off, I
realized I didn't enjoy that.
What I enjoyed was working
on any business transaction. I
would get all charged up and
just pour myself into those . So,
durin~ those first three years I
learned something about where
my true interests were, and then
I started talking with Boeing
about the possibility of coming
to work on their legal staffs."
Boeing, a large aerospace firm
that focuses on manufacturing
and does both domestic and
international business, is known
primarily for airplanes. Boeing
also has a very large military
segment and a computer bus
mess .
Robinson's principal focus is
federal procurement law, but he
has extensive experience with
commercial law matters, pri
marily supporting sales negotia
tions and contract drafting for
both international and domestic
business. While he travels
often to California, Ohio, and
Washington, D .C. in connec
tion with federal procurement
law, to support various commer
cial transactions in the inter
national arena, he has traveled
extensively throughout Europe,
to Norway, the Canary Islands,
Argentina, Brazil, and Korea .
Robinson's role may be very
active or simply supportive,
depending on the nature of a
transaction. He describes
negotiating as a delicate and
involved process, in which
"you're using all your wits to
figure out how to resolve
apparent problems that you're
identifying, and you're trying

to put a deal together in a win
win context."
The lawyer's function in a
large corporation is a bit dif
ferent from anyone else's,
Robinson said. Beyond the
simple bread-and-butter issues,
lawyers have to look at trans
actions from the stand-point of
"does this make sense? Is it a
fundamentally sound business
proposition? How can things
go wrong?" In that role, he
says, lawyers are attempting in
some ways to act as the con
science of the corporation.
"We're definitely looking at
the big picture. And my
number one concern- what I
look out for on a day-to-day
basis-is anything that smacks
of illegality in the criminal
sense. We are absolutely hard
nosed about that.
"Secondly, we try to identify
what I call risk exposure in the
civil sense, areas that are unusual,
that need to be reexamined or
dealt with differently."
While Boeing attorneys aren't
in court often, they do take an
active role in managing liti
gation. "The fun part for me
is when I handle a case person 
ally, an administrative matter
where we don't have to get
outside counsel actively involved.
I just wrapped up one of those
a while ago, an administrative
matter before an agency, and it
was very gratifying to win it."
The scenario that gives Robin 
son the most satisfaction in his
work is "being an active partic
ipant in a major negotiation
that ultimately comes together.
And there have been funda
'm ental problems in the process
of putting the deal together,
but you finally come up with
solutions that are win-win
scenarios for everybody, and
everybody feels happy about
the overall deal. There's a high
in that, a good feeling. If you
do it right, your most difficult
opponent in a negotiation can
become a very good friend over

the years. You can create a lot
of respect and good will."
But unquestionably his best
friends over the years, says
Robinson, have been his children:
Sarah, 21, who is currently in
her third year at the University
of Oregon, Heather, 18, in her
first year at Western Wash
ington University, and David,
16, a junior in high school, who
intends to become a lawyer.
Being a lawyer at Boeing has
been "an extreme! y good choice.
I've been very happy with it. I
enjoy the work, the people, and
I like being associated with an
organization that is very inter
ested in integrity, honesty, and
quality," he said.

MORE
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COUNSELS
Sharing insights.. .
mong the many other
A
Puget Sound graduates who are
working as corporate counsels
are three who have generously
shared information about their
work with students by taking
part in our Choices conferences
during the last two years. We
are grateful to James Rupp
'77, corporate counsel for John
Fluke Manufacturing Co.,
Giuliana M . Danon '85, vice
president/ legal and assistant
secretary of Thermal Explor
ation, Inc. , and staff counsel to
Washington Natural Gas, as
well as Suzanne Louy
Johnson '79, in-house counsel
for the state's ninth largest
employer, Group Health
Cooperative.

TUITION

CHENEY
RENEWS

PEGGED

FUNDING

Financial aid goes up...

13reahing neu· ground ...

I n a letter to students, Dean
Jim Bond announced that first
year tuition for the 1990-91
academic year will be $350 per
credit hour, for a total of
$10,500. That figure represents
an increase of slightly less than
8 percent over current-year
costs, he said, and will generate
revenues which amount to
some 3 percent more than the
rate of inflation.
According to the Dean, the
additional dollars generated will
be devoted to three important
areas:
• Financial aid for
students - Funds for scholar
ships will be increased by 41
percent, from 6.8 percent of
tuition revenue in 1989-90 to
8.4 percent of tuition revenue
next year. "This is the single
largest increase in the budget,
both as a percentage and in
terms of actual dollars," Bond
noted.
• Library resources 
Since the cost of library
acquisitions has increased at a
rate greater than inflation for
the past several years, more
dollars will be devoted to
expanding library resources in
1990-91.
• Faculty and staff
compensation - Salaries for
professors and professional staff
will increase above the rate of
inflation "so that the Law
School may continue to attract
and retain quality personnel,"
said the Dean.

e Ben B. Cheney
L
Foundation of Tacoma again
has made it possible for Puget
Sound's Legal Writing Program
to expand and grow. Nine years
ago, the foundation awarded
the School of Law a $25,000
grant to design and implement
a comprehensive legal writing
curriculum for first- and second
year students. The money was
well spent: the Law School
today has a nationally recog
nized legal writing program
which serves as a model for other
law schools.
With recent receipt of a
second $25,000 grant, faculty
are developing a third-year
student writing curriculum.
"The philosophy behind our
program is that every student
should learn to write clearly
and concisely," said Laurel
Oates '77, director of the pro
gram since 1984.
"Our graduates must be able
to communicate in 'plain
English' with both their clients
and the courts," she said.
A third-year writing compo
nent will offer students an
opportunity to enhance these
critical communication skills,
according to Oates. The
Academic Standards Committee
presently is formulating two
proposals. One incorporates a
drafting component for selected
third-year classes. A second
proposes to establish a scholarly
writing program for students
who wish to research and write
scholarly articles for possible
publication. The Committee
will submit its proposals to the
faculty for approval , and hopes
to have a pilot project in place
by fall 1990.
"Since Puget Sound is a pio
neer in the legal writing field,
there is no model for a third
year curriculum," explained
Oates. "This generous grant
enables us to experiment, to
iron out the kinks, and then
implement a permanent structure."
The Ben B. Cheney Foun
dation supports programs in
areas which promote religious,
charitable, scientific, literary,
and educational purposes.

Laurel Oates '77

Giuliana
Danon '85

James Rupp '77
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NATIONWIDE STUDENT CRY:
LAW SCHOOLS
MUST DIVERSIFY FACULTIES
:\ mtmher of points we will consider ...
e student lounge rocked
L
with chants of "Diversify to
Unify" while some 150 students,
faculty, and staff joined in a
rally as part of an April 5 nation
wide protest over the lack of
minorities and women on law
school faculties.
Third-year law student and
past president of the Student
Bar Association Laurie Jinkins,
a member of the Coalition for
Diversity, said the focus of the
strike at Puget Sound was on
the scarcity of minorities and
women among the tenured
faculty. Of the 19 tenured fac
ulty members, two are women.
There are no tenured minority
faculty members.
The only woman with tenure
teaching here, Marilyn Berger,
spoke at the noon rally, telling
students that her route to tenure
as a law professor "has been a
lonely struggle." In her college
class (at Cornell), only 13 of
215 students were women, "and
that was all they had room for,"
she said. Only 15 of 276 stu
dents in her entering law class
at Berkeley were women, again
"all they had room for," she
said. She urged the students to
turn their energies into action.
"This is your law school," she
said. "My lips are finally un
sealed because I've reached the
hierarchy. So keep my lips
unsealed and add more voices
to mine," she urged. She also
announced that she had asked,
and the Dean had agreed to
appoint her, to chair the faculty
recruitment committee next year.
Another speaker, Hwa-Tsun
Feng '80, vice president and
senior counsel at Seafirst Bank,
read a section of the University's
long-range plan adopted two
years ago that states: "The
faculty must have more female
and minority members, and to
that end the School should not

Laurie Jinkins '90

hire unless it has considered
among the final candidates for
the position a minority or
female candidate."
"Now you know the official
position," Feng said. "It's your
job to hold them to their stand
ards, or if you think the stand
ard should be different, come
up with one."
Lawyers have a far greater
impact on the lives of Ameri
cans than do any other profes
sionals, Feng said. The con
tinued domination of the legal
profession by white males has
to change, and change begins
with a dialogue, he continued.
But "it is of little value if all
you do is talk," he said, warning
the students against talking
only to the already committed.
Having been a minority attorney
in a large prestigious Seattle
firm , Feng said he knew that
including women and minorities
in the mainstream was in the
legal profession's own self
interest. "So you should chal
lenge the law school's hiring
powers," he said.
State Representative Jesse
Wineberry '86 told the stu
dents he thinks of them as "the
new environmentalists" and he
supported their "struggle
against bigotry, ignorance and
exclusion-pollutants of our
social and psychological envi
ronment." He also told the
students to learn the single
most important principle of

politics: how to count the votes.
"Don't just talk to the Dean.
Find out who your friends are
on the faculty. Find out who
your friends are on each issue.
Use your power to organize,"
he said.
Other speakers at the rally
included Seattle attorney
Santiago Juarez, the first
Mexican American to pass the
Washington bar, transsexual
Sheila Mengert '89, Kathy

THE WASHINGTON
JOURNAL: DOES BAR
EXAM FAIL THE TEST?
Only guara ntees competent test ta l<ers...

Fazier lL , and Sarah
Luthens, a UW law student
who told the crowd, "We
should be having this rally at
the UW."
Rallies and sit-ins were held
at some 60 law schools around
the country, including Berkeley,
Stanford, UCLA, Oregon,
Harvard, Columbia, Michigan,
NYU and Yale, Jinkins said.
At Puget Sound, some 50
students participated through
out the day in a sit-in at the
entrance to faculty offices on
the fourth floor. No classes
were cancelled, nor were any
disrupted, Dean Bond noted.
"The demonstration was
conducted very responsibly,"
Dean Bond said. "The persons
who spoke at the rally raised a
number of points that we will
consider as we continue to
implement the long range plan's
goal of diversifying the faculty ."
Since the long-range plan was
drawn up, the five faculty mem
bers hired have included one
black man and three women,
Bond pointed out. Nearly half
of the school's 825 students are
women, and more than 10
percent are minorities.
The need to expand oppor
tunities for minorities in the
student body, on the faculty,
and in the legal profession is of
continuing concern, Dean Bond
said. At its recent meeting, the
Board of Visitors spent consid
erable time on a report on mi
nority enrollment, retention,
graduation and placement. Last
fall, the report noted, 14 percent
of our students identified them
selves as ethnic or racial mi
norities, "the largest percentage
in our history, and the largest
percentage of any law school in
the Pacific Northwest."

of loss of financial income and
S omething is very wrong in
emotional stress."
for
system
state's
Washington
Puget Sound Dean Jim
admitting lawyers to the state
Bond, also interviewed for The
bar, according to a story which
Washington journal story,
appeared recently in The Wash
shared some of Kummert's
ington Journal, a newsletter for
concerns and noted that event
lawyers, lobbyists, and govern
ually 90 to 95 percent of Puget
ment and business professionals
Sound graduates pass the bar
throughout the state.
often on the second try.
A February 5, 1990, article
"Something in the interim
titled "Law school deans give
failing grade to Washington bar equips them to pass, " he is
quoted as saying. "Maybe they
examination" noted that over
study more, but my view is
of
percent
62
than
fewer
all,
they learn how to take the test.
those who took the state bar
They don't learn more law.
exam last summer passed.
They certainly don't acquire
the
"Even more troubling,"
better lawyering skills in the
story continued, "is the trend
interim. They simply learn
over the last several years:
how to take the test .
since 1986, there has been a
"If the board of examiners
drop of more than 15 percen
could demonstrate that they
tage points in the pass rate of
were, through the examination
applicants for the Washington
process, excluding persons who
state bar. And the deans of all
are either by virtue of their
three Washington law schools
character or ability unprepared
are none too pleased about the
to practice law, I'd be in favor
downward spiral.
the examination. But I don't
of
variety
"Though they cite a
think that could be demonstrated."
of factors, they all agree on one
The article stated that there is
thing: the state bar exam does
some evidence the bar association
not guarantee that those who
is willing to consider reeval
pass the bar are competent
uating the validity of the bar
lawyers, only that they are
exam. "But it is undoubtedly
competent test takers."
an issue that will be a tender
The article quotes Richard
one for the legal establishment
of
dean
associate
Kurnrnert,
to get into," it went on to say.
the UW Law School, as saying
"A higher bar exam pass rate
"a lot of aspects with respect to
means increased competition
the exam process here could
for lawyers who already have
stand examination themselves,
their piece of the pie."
all the way from the sources of
questions through the mechan
ics of grading and quality
control issues."
Kummert added that he
believes the bar exam is in con
sistently graded by examiners
and says there is no standard
ized definition of minimum
levels of competence; it's more
or less what individual exam
iners decide it should be. And
he claimed that a quota system
subconsciously imposed by bar
examiners influences the pass
rate of the bar exam.
"There are competent people
who did not pass, " said the
associate dean of the state's
oldest law school, "and they are
''7~i%8!0!ZG~
now barred from practicing
:~S±~~g;;;~~
until they take the exam again, .../i
with the attendant consequences
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COMMITTEE LINKS SUCCESS ON BAR EXAM To
HARD WORK IN LAW SCHOOL,
SINGLE-MINDED PREPARATION FOR THE TEST
Law S chool rank in class is a key predictor.. .

A

"focus on the basics"
approach is likely to offer the
best antidote to the sub-par
performance among Puget
Sound law graduates on the
Washington State Bar exam
last July.
That is the theme which
underlies the analyses and
recommendations of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Bar Passage,
which recently shared its
findings with the University's
Board of Trustees and the Law
School Board of Visitors.
The committee was appointed
by Dean Jim Bond early last
November in response to an
unusually poor showing by
Puget Sound graduates on the
July 1989 state bar examination.
(Bar passage rate on that exam
was 57 percent for first-time
takers and 50 percent overall
vs. a statewide average of 62
percent.) Bond asked the
committee to identify possible
causes for the "anomalous
results," and to submit a compre
hensive report, including recom
mendations on what steps, if
any, the Law School should
take to redress the situation.
The committee's 30-page
report, first released in draft
form to the Law School com
munity in February, acknowl
edged the seriousness of the
Law School's July 1989 bar
passage rate . It noted that
repeat performances at a level
"consistently below the state
wide average" could be damaging
to the school's reputation, erode
morale, and impair law school
recruitment efforts. But com
mittee members cautioned
against "a sea change in the
law school's direction."

For one thing, said the com
mittee, the Law School already
has taken steps which should
affect positively the Puget Sound
bar pass rate. "The 1987 de 
cision to reduce the size of the
entering classes from 360 to
300, influenced in part by earlier
studies of bar performance,
should result in improved per
formance on the bar beginning
with the 1990 graduating class."
In addition, the committee
endorsed two companion
policies, also adopted in 1987,
to impose a strict limitation on
the number of alternatively
admitted students (no more
than 10 percent of each entering
class) and to strengthen academic
support for these higher risk
students through the Academic
Resource Center.
To determine possible causes
for the unusually poor showing
of our graduates on the July
1989 bar, the Ad Hoc Com
mittee distributed a compre
hensive, five-page questionnaire
to all Puget Sound alumni/ ae
certified to sit for that exam.
A full 70 percent of these test
takers responded to the request
for detailed information.
In addition, the committee
conducted comprehensive
statistical analyses to identify
possible correlations between a
variety of factors- law school
GPAs, LSAT scores, gender,
age, race, course selection,
employment obligations, method
of preparation, and time devoted
to studying for the exam- to
successful performance on the
recent state bar examination.
By far the most dramatic,
though not surprising, predictor
for success on the bar was law
school rank in class. The comm
ittee found that students in the
upper 70 percent of the class
passed the bar at a rate of 66

'
percent, four percentage points
above the statewide average .
Students in the lower quarter
passed at an average of 19
percent.
A second correlation rated as
"causative, if not predictive"
was found in statistics at entry
(LSA T scores and undergrad 
uate grade point averages) .
Students in the "presumptive
admit" category turned in an
impressive 79 percent pass rate.
("Presumptive admit" students
are those with at least a 35
LSA T [71st percentile/ 600 on
the "old" test) and a 3.0 grade
point or higher.) Students with
lower statistical credentials
passed at only 44 percent.
Entering student statistical
profiles have risen dramatically
in the past two years, according
to Associate Dean Joan Watt ,
so that the vast majority of en
rolled students (over 70 percent)
now have at-entry statistics
which place them in the presump
tive admit range. "So if this
particular correlation endures
the test of time," she added,
"we undoubtedly will see a
return to higher bar passage
rates ."
Other correlations studied did
not appear to be particularly
meaningful, the committee
reported, either because of the
small numbers involved or
because factors such as gender
and age do not lend themselves
to alteration.
A review of comments made
on questionnaires returned
from graduates who sat for the
July 1989 bar provided "extremely
useful, if anecdotal," informa
tion, in the eyes of the committee.
The predominant recommen
dation from these bar exam
veterans- both those who

passed and those who did
not- was "study, study, study!"
Committee members echoed
this sentiment. "Simply put,"
the report stated, "the link
between hard work in law school
and single-minded preparation
for the bar exam on the one
hand and success on the bar on
the other is strong."
On recommendation of the ad
hoc committee, the full facu lty
already has adopted three new
policies which it believes will
maximize the probability that
our graduates will pass the bar:
• At the start of fall sem
ester 1990, all continuing
students in the bottom quarter
of their class must have their
course schedules approved by
the Academic Chair. This
policy recognizes the strong
correlation between rank in
class and bar pass rate. Its
purpose is to ensure that those
students at greatest risk of
failing the bar are counseled on
appropriate course selection
and, in particular, that they do
not avoid the rigorous, upper
level "bar courses."
• Students in the bottom
quarter of the class now will
have access to tutorial services
in the standard "bar courses"
in their upperclass years. These
services, offered through the
Academic Resource Center, are
designed to help students:
1) understand the fundamental
principles of the courses;
2) master exam -writing skills.
• The minimum grade
point average for entry into the
third year- and for graduation
- will be raised from the present
2.0 to 2.10. The effect of this
policy, it is hoped, "will be to
motivate students to work
harder and to master the knowl
edge and skills necessary for
competence in practice, as well

as for success on the bar."
"These initial recommenda
tions are carefully tailored to
those students at highest risk of
failing the bar, " said Dean
Bond. "If we determine that
more sweeping steps must be
taken to redress the bar passage
problem, we will not hesitate to
implement them."
In the meantime, Dean Bond
has announced that the Ad Hoc
Committee will be retained to
review the bar performance of
Puget Sound graduates on a
continuing basis. Members of
that committee are Professors
David Boerner, Eric Chiap
pinelli, Sheldon Frankel, and
Betsy Hollingsworth, and
Alumni Society representative
James Lopez '78. Bond this
week has expanded the commit;
tee to include Board of Visitors
members J. David Andrews, a
partner in the Seattle law firm
of Perkins Coie, and Federal
District Judge Robert Bryan.
"The issue is almost certainly
multi-faceted and one that
cannot be solved overnight,"
the Dean said. "It must be
reviewed regularly and policies
adjusted in light of new infor
mation."
The full text of the committee'e
'
report is on file at the Law
School and available to grad 
uates for review. For infor
mation, call the Office of the
Dean, 206-591-2274.

Associate Professor
David Boerner

Judge Robert
Bryan

Associate Professor
Eric Chiappinelli
Clinical Professor
Betsy Hollingsworth
James Lopez '78
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ALL IN A YEAR'S DISCOURSE:
OLD METHODS AND NEW METAPHORS,
PUBLIC SERVICE AND PRIVATE SATISFACTION

\Vow ...

Exceptional speahns and tlwught -prm•ohing th emes ...
egal education-with its
L
problems and its promise, con
tending methods and contentious
practitioners, its changing
technologies and unchanging
controversies- reflects the
society we live in.
So, when the third annual
alumni/ae speakers series at
Puget Sound focused on issues
in legal education, numbers of
students, educators, practicing
attorneys, and people unaffil
iated with the law school turned
out. They were treated to a
series of exceptional speakers,
discussing issues that reverberate
far beyond the law school
classroom.

SOCRATES
REVISITED
In a speech titled "The Uses
and Abuses of the Socratic
Method in Legal Education,"
Professor Phillip Areeda of
Harvard Law School, a leading
authority on antitrust law and a
foremost practitioner of the
Socratic method, defined and
defended the Socratic method.
Among his observations:
"One of the standard criticisms
of the Socratic method is that
the professor hides the ball
knows things that he's not
telling. As critics point out,
that is not an effective way to
communicate information.
After all, the physics depart
ment doesn't ask you to deduce
the nature and existence of
gravity by going out and sitting
under an apple tree . They tell
you straight out about gravity.
"Now that's true, but it mis
takes one of the purposes of
legal instruction. Transmitting
information is part of the mission,
especially during the first year.
But, as any practicing lawyer
knows, many legal problems
remain unsettled. In contracts
and antitrust, it's amazing how
much is unsettled.
"So, the lawyer in the real
world gets very little help from
the published syntheses. And
what that means is, he is, in
fact, out in the real world, forced
to sit out under the apple tree
himself. That is, to examine
the relevant and arguably
analogous legal materials and
reason through them to a
solution of the problem at

hand . And that is what we are
trying to do, not just to com
municate information. "

METAPHORS
REVISED
Professor Ann C. Scales of
the University of New Mexico
School of Law, a leading feminist
scholar, gave the most wide
ranging criticism of "the great
old calcified tradition of
American law practice'.' and of
a curriculum that frequently
fails "to look at the real problems
of real people." In criticizing
law professors' frequent use of
sports metaphors "to illustrate
the necessity and wisdom of
rules," Professor Scales suggested
that the influx of women into
law schools has brought a more
reasonable and useful metaphor
for the authority of the law:
motherhood .
"In my school, we have a
majority of women, and a big
portion of them are mothers.
There are enough mothers that
they now feel comfortable
talking about their experiences
with motherhood and they have
convinced me that motherhood
is a much more accurate and
useful metaphor for law than
sports. Think about it.
"When you tell a child to do
something, when you issue
what you hope will sound like
an authoritative command, the
child's response is going to be:
Why? Why do I have to do
this?
"Your response is not going
to be: Because the meta-rules
of childhood require that you
eat your oat bran just as the
rules of baseball only allow
three strikes.
"Successful mothering does
not depend upon making
reference to a higher authority.
Rather it depends on judgment
and justification, on willingness
to explain the rules and to
change the rules when necessary.
Sports are prearranged contests
of strength with very little flexi
bility in the rules. Mothering
is a constant ·process of negotia
tion and judgment. It is a
dialectic of persuasion, like law.
And like the authority of the
law, the mother's authority has
to be earned every day ."
Other speakers in the series
included Blythe Clinchy,
professor of psychology at

Wellesley College, and H.
Jefferson Powell, professor of
law and divinity at Duke Uni
versity. Graduates of the Law
School are invited to attend all
public lectures here. This
annual series, bringing distin
guished scholars from across
the country to Puget Sound, is
made possible by the generous
donors who have contributed to
the Law School Annual Fund.

TOP COP: JUST
SAY YES TO PUBLIC
SERVICE
While on a trip to the West
Coast in March, Attorney
General Richard Thornburg
stopped by to share his obser
vations on good government
and public service. Energy, he
insisted, is the watchword:
Good government is built on
an executive power that dis
plays political energy and the
will to act; public service
demands great personal energy.
Speaking to a large audience
of students and faculty,
Thornburg likened the 1980s to
the 1880s- the Gilded Age that
was followed by a frenzy of
progressive reform .
"I think we have now reached
the end of our briefer and less
opprobrious Regilded Decade,
and are embarking on a new
course in a similar progressive
spirit. Energy-to use Hamilton's
word- has returned to the
executive. The law is becoming
more diligent in the pursuit of
wrong-doing, even to the criminal
prosecution of the Drexel Burn
hams and the Exxons and the
HUD and DOD rip-off artists.
"That is why I want to suggest
to you that public service today
offers a grand opportunity,
especially to young lawyers. I
don't deny that you can still
make more money in private
practice, but I will forewarn
you of this: You are going to
be working harder for those
fees- faced with law enforce
ment that is rededicated not
only to impartial justice and
equality under the law, but also
to public integrity, private
rectitude, and just sanctions.
And if it so happens you share
these same values, why not
work to further them in the
first place?

"That, of course, is the real
point of public service. It
comes down to three rewards
that might, I believe, attract
any man or woman: compen
sation, integrity, and leadership."

TOP OF THE BAR:
BE HAPPY
When the president of the
American Bar Association met
recently with students at Puget
Sound, he welcomed them into
a profession he described as
wholesome and exciting. He
also warned them not to set
their professional sights solely
on law practice with corporate
megafirms.
In an informal session sponsored
by the Student Bar Association,
Stan Chauvin, a partner in the
Louisville law firm of Alagia,
Day, Marshall, Mintmire &
Chauvin, described his work as
ABA president and his obser
vations about the changing
nature of law practices.
"If you remember nothing
else that I say today, remember
this: None of you has to do
anything you don't want to .
You do not have to practice in
the most prestigious firm in the
world unless you want to.
"If someone were to ask me:
What is the main qualification
you want in your lawyer, I
would say, 'I want my lawyer
to be happy.'
"If a lawyer is sitting up in
some glass tower and would
really like to be in a small town
with a little farm and to be able
to do some horseback riding
and fishing, that's what the
lawyer should be doing . Not
dreaming about it while he tries
to take care of my business.
"So, don't be seduced by big
firms that will talk about the
benefits of servicing big clients.
Do it if you want to . But if
you want to work as. a public
prosecutor, or as a public
defender, or in a public interest
law firm, do it. It's fun , it's
good, it's wholesome, and it
will make you a better lawyer."

At the "Going Solo" seminar,
Darcia Tudor '81 (center)
discussed some strategies for
getting started in practice with
Sallie Igou '91 and Al Voight '89.
Robert Meyers '83 (center)
provided some tips on operating a
private practice to Nicholas
Franz '85 and Letha Owens '85.

GOING
SOLO

"One of the best programs I've
attended."
"Wow' This was great. It is
wonderful that you put together
such a fantastic group and made
it affordable {jree 1) for those who
need the information the most. "
"Outstanding presentation.
Thank you."

e subject was "going
L
solo- practical considerations
of solo and small practices."
The event was an all-clay free
seminar for law graduates and
current students. The raves,
both written and verbal, told us
that it was a job well done.
Sponsored by the Law
Alumni Society and the Place
ment Services Office, the
seminar on going solo was
presented for the first time in
January. More than 100
current or aspiring-to-be solo
practitioners and small practice
attorneys were led through a
series of topics that ranged
from how to pick and keep
good employees, ethical and
practical considerations of how
to get clients, and common
malpractice traps, to case
screening and management as
well as money management.
The all-star faculty included
Darcia Tudor '81, Robert
Meyers '83, Professor John
Strait, Board of Visitors mem
bers Patrick Comfort and
John Hoglund, Jeff Tolman
of Poulsbo fame, and experts
Robert Gould and Donna
Lynn Holt.
Given the positive response to
this program, the Law Alumni
Society and Placement Services
will continue to sponsor semi
nars for our graduates. If you
have a topic you would like to
see covered, please contact
Lucy Allard, Placement
Services & Alumni / ae Affairs,
591-2265. Programs such as
this one, along with our Faculty
Fireside program (see related
article), are just some of the
ways the Law School can
continue to assist you in your
professional growth. We'd like
to hear how we can help.
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MAKING CHOICES:
LIFE AFTER
LAW SCHOOL

BRIEFS

Puget Sound f aculty make "top 50 " list ...
h
e University of Puget
Sound School of Law is ranked
among the top 50 law schools
in terms of scholarly produc
tivity of faculty members.
The Faculty Scholarship
Survey, published annually by
the Chicago-Kent Law School,
analyzes the number of articles
published per faculty member
in the nation's 20 leading law
journals. The most recent listing,
evaluating scholarly work pro
duced during 1989, shows
Chicago, Yale, Northwestern,
Stanford and the University of
Southern California law schools
leading the list. Other schools
in the top 10 include the Uni
versity of California/Berkeley,
Cornell, Columbia, Michigan,
and Harvard.
Puget Sound was the only law
school in the Pacific Northwest
to make the list. Other "top
50" West Coast schools are the
University of California/Los
Angeles and the University of
California/Davis, ranked above
Puget Sound, and the Univer
sity of San Francisco, ranked
below it.

L
ird-year law student
Mary McCrea was named
Top Oralist and she and two
teammates took first place at
the regional National Moot
Court Competition in Eugene,
Ore., last December.
Competing against teams
from 14 other law schools, the
Puget Sound trio won all seven
rounds of arguments. Their
victory earned them the right
to compete at the nationals in
New York City. Another Puget
Sound team, competing in the
regional Fredrick Douglass
Moot Court Competition in
San Francisco in February also
advanced to nationals. First
year students Edwina Martin
Arnold and Patrick Hardy were
named Best Oralists and joined
with Hastings Law School's
team to represent the West in
the national Frederick Douglass
Moot Court Competition in
Detroit in March.

( )pportunityfor students.. .

"Choices make us whole" ...
K
eynoter Alec Stephens
'80, supervisor of the Minority
and Women's Business Enter
prise and Office of Contract
Compliance for Seattle, opened
the Third Annual Choices Con
ference by asking, "What makes
us whole?" He continued,
saying, "Choices are what make
us whole."
More than a hundred students
and graduates of Puget Sound
and other law schools gathered
here on February 24 to hear
Stephens and other speakers
talk about alternatives to private
practice. Co -sponsored by the
Puget Sound Law Foundation,
the Student Bar Association,
and the Placement Services
Office, the conference pre
sented panels on a wide range
of career possibilities- from
mediators to corporate counsel,
from managers to lobbyists,
from civil rights and poverty
law to environmental law and
labor law.
Among the many panelists
were Puget Sound graduates
Mary McQueen '85, State
Court Administrator; Paula
Tuckfield '80, career law clerk
to the Honorable Robert J.

Bryan; Barbara Clark '75,
Executive Director, Legal
Foundation; Rob Wright '88,
Office Manager, Legal Research
Associates; Michael Gillie '77,
Director, Washington Arbitra
tion & Mediation Services;
James Rupp '77, Corporate
Counsel, John Fluke Manufac
turing Company; Giuliana
Danon '85, Assistant Vice
President - Legal, Thermal
Exploration, Inc.; Suzanne
Johnson '79, Associate General
Counsel, Group Health Coop
erative; Greg Hanon '89,
lobbyist; Ann Garretson '86,
advertising; Marilyn Glenn '83,
Labor Relations Manager, State
of Washington; and Janice
Stonestreet '78, Labor Con
sultant.
In closing, Stephens advised
his audience: "And while the
choices are yours, that doesn't .
mean you should just do what
ever you want. I hope that
whatever choices you make will
also be based on a set of com
monly shared values: our
dreams for a better community,
a more loving and concerned
nation, and a more peaceful
and just world."

SUPREME COURT'S DAY IN CLASS

w
ile in session in a fifth
floor classroom at the School of
Law in November, the Wash
ington State Supreme Court
heard four cases. Coincidentally,
one of the cases heard that day
was Presbytery of Seattle v.
King County. When the decision
in that case was announced on
March 15, Dean Jim Bond wrote:
"Congratulations to Professor
Dick Settle and the University
of Puget Sound Law Review.
In Presbytery of Seattle v. King
County, a major case involving
a regulatory taking challenge of
King County regulations largely
precluding the development of
wetlands, the Supreme Court
repeatedly cited, and relied, in

part, on the analysis proposed
by Professor Settle's recent
article "Regulatory Taking
Doctrine in Washington: Now
You See it, Now You Don't,"
12 Puget Sound L. Rev. 339
(1989). In upholding the consti
tuti,anality of the challenged
regulations, the court overruled
relevant elements of its contro
versial recent decision in
Allingham v. City of Seattle,
which Professor Settle criticized
in the article. The decision is a
national rarity for its quite com
prehensive articulation of regu
latory taking doctrine and, for
that reason, will attract national
attention."

jUSTICE
PEARSON
RETURNS

Alec Stephens '80

A

man of many hats and
several robes has returned to the
Law School to fashion a new
mantle: Jurist-in- Residence.
Justice Vernon Pearson,
who retired from the Wash
ington Supreme Court in
October, has rejoined the Puget
Sound professorial ranks. Early
law alumni/ae will remember
him as the Professional Respon
sibility professor for the first
graduating class "back in the
old building, when classes were
small." Pearson then sat on
Division II of the Court of
Appeals, a position he held
prior to his appointment to the
Supreme Court in 1982.
A graduate of Jamestown
College and the University of
Michigan Law School, the North
Dakota native has taught legal
research and writing at the Uni
versity of Washington, served
as an attorney for the regional
Office of Price Stabilization
and, for 17 years, practiced
law with the Tacoma firm of
Davies, Pearson, Anderson &
Pearson. He has been president
of the Tacoma-Pierce County
Bar Association and a member
of the Washington State Bar
Association Board of Governors.
"We are fortunate and de
lighted to have someone of
Justice Pearson's stature and
distinction associated with the
Law School," said Dean Jim
Bond in a recent interview. "I
strongly urge students and
faculty to take advantage of this
unusual opportunity to meet
with a senior jurist whose exper
ience, intelligence, and humanity
make him an extraordinary
counselor."
The Justice has maintained a
strong relationship with the
Law School throughout his dis
tinguished judicial career and
has served since 1984 as a mem
ber of the Board of Visitors.

Rob Wright '88

Greg Hanon '89

Garretson '86

Gesturing to emphasize his point is
Supreme Court Justice James M.
Dolliver, flanked by Justice Robert
F. Utter (left), Chief Justice Keith
M. Callow (near right) and justice
James A. Andersen (rear right) .

Janice Stonestreet '78
Justice Vernon Pearson
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FuEL UP YouR
INTEREST FOR A
FIRESIDE CHAT
Keeping current on hot topics ...
H
ave you ever wished you
could return to the classroom
with the knowledge you now
have as a practitioner? Have
you ever wondered what a par
ticular professor thought about a
current legal issue? If you have,
you may want to attend a fac
ulty fireside-a series initiated
by the Alumni/ae Affairs
Office.
Designed as informal oppor
tunities for conversation between
faculty and alumni/ae on
specific issues, firesides focus
ing on two areas of law have
already been held. To avoid a
lecture atmosphere and allow a
lively give-and-take, attendance
is limited. Invitations are
mailed out according to the
"areas of practice" codes that
graduates filled out on question
naires distributed as prepar
ation for last year's alumni/ae
directory.
The first fireside, "Coping
with the Violent Sex Offender,"
was led by Professors David
Boerner and John La Fond.
Scheduled while the Governor's
Task Force on Community
Protection (of which Professor
Boerner is a member) was

developing its recommen
dations, the program brought
alums who practice in criminal
law together with Boerner and
La Fond to discuss potential
strategies and legislation for
dealing with the violent sex
offender. One participant said
that the program provided an
exciting first glimpse of what
was being considered for the
new statute.
The second fireside, held in
March, featured Professor Dick
Settle and a discussion of Wash
ington land use and environ
mental law, including NEPA,
SEP A, takings, and vested
rights. A third fireside with
Professor Melinda Brans
comb, new to the faculty this
year, is scheduled for June 21.
She will discuss issues related
to labor law.
As a result of the extremely
positive response to the faculty
firesides, the Alumni/ae Affairs
Office plans to expand the
series next year. If you are
interested in attending a future
session, or if you have timely
issues you would like addressed,
please write to the Alumni/ae
Affairs Office.

STAFF HONORED
/)edicated and loyal ...

T wo staff members, Cindy Thomas, assistant business
manager, and Nancy Ammons, coordinator of faculty secretaries,
were chosen to receive the 1989 Dolores Roberts Service Award .
According to Dean Bond, the committee could not have chosen
better. "Nancy," he notes, "is the very definition of dedication
and loyalty, and Cindy actually makes students feel good about
paying their bills!"
The Dolores Roberts Service Award is given each year to staff
members who exemplify the service for which Dolores was famous
while a faculty secretary at the law school from 1978 through
1987. Past recipients include Bob Menanteaux, Susan Kezele,
Doris Russell, and Judy McAfee.

From left,
Charlotte Chalker '77,
Judy Conlow '82,
Frank Edmondson '82,
and Joseph Quinn'76,
discussed land use issues
with Professor Dick Settle
during a faculty fireside.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS FOUND
HIGH-QUALITY STUDENTS
AND A HELPFUL STAFF
Afmry alums now hiring here...
R
cement Services has com
pleted another successful fall on
campus interview season. Firms
and agencies sent 127 inter
viewers/presenters and con
ducted 1,035 interviews. Place
ment Services processed 2,318
applications for 255 students.
More importantly, 91 percent
of those students were selected
for interviews. To quote Schwabe,
Williamson & Wyatt (Seattle),
"We were impressed with the
caliber of students, along with
the helpfulness and courtesy of
the staff at the Placement Office.
They did a great job."
The number of legal employ
ers scheduling fall interview
dates on our campus has nearly
doubled in the last five years,
and the number of firms/
agencies making offers to our
students continues to rise.
Final figures are not complete
at this time, but we do know
that, of the firms reporting, 84
percent invited our students for
call-backs, and 73 percent of
those firms made offers. They
include large and small firms,
federal and state agencies,
prosecutors' and defenders'
offices, the Department of
Justice, and corporate offices.
You will find our students and
soon-to-be graduates in Anch
orage and Fairbanks, and in
Seattle, Olympia, Tacoma, and
other Washington cities.
It is exciting to note the
number of our graduates who
are involved in the hiring of
summer clerks and new asso
ciates. As Gregg Rodgers '83
of US WEST Commun
ications notes, "Lisa Roehl
Pascualy '83 and I participated
in the interview process in the
fall of 1989. We were both
very pleased with the quality of
the students who participated in
the process. We were very
impressed with the organization
of the Placement Office and

with the questions asked by the
law students."
Other alums returning to inter
view included • Linda Christo
phersen '82, Bogle & Gates
• Torn Merrick '80,
Bullivant, Houser, Bailey,
Pendergrass & Hoffman
(Seattle) • Patrick Lamb '88,
Cairncross, Ragen &
Hempelmann, P.S. • Anna
Woods '85, Counsell, Murphy
& Bottiger, P.S. • John J. Bab
cock '86 and James W.
Packard '87, Touche Ross,
now Deloitte & Touche
• Robert G. Casey '83 and
Gregory J. Murphy '86,
Eisenhower, Carlson, New
lands, Reha, Henriot & Quinn
• Mary Benfield '89, Federal
Trade Commission • Richard
J. Olin '86, Foster, Pepper &
Shefelman • Sandrin Bates
Rasmussen '81, Franklin &
Bersin • Charles C. Robinson
'85, Garvey, Schubert & Barer
• Suzanne Louy Johnson '79,
Group Health Cooperative
• Anne F. Niles '87, Hillis,
Clark, Martin & Peterson
• Christopher R. Mertens
'83, Houger, Miller & Stein,
P.S.C. • Arthur Blauvelt '77,
Ingram, Zelasko & Goodwin
• David J. Lawyer '86 and
Sarah L. Hunter '89, Inslee,
Best, Doezie & Ryder, P.S.
• Corinne J. Bohn '86, Karr
Tuttle Campbell • Jill Higgins
Hendrix '86 and Mark R.
Larson '85, King County
Prosecutor's Office • Teena
M. Killian '85, Lane Powell
Moss & Miller • Peggy C.
Hughes '82, Montgomery,
Purdue, Blankinship & Austin
• Deborah Allard '82 and
David Hall '85, Preston,
Thorgrimson, Ellis & Holman,
now Preston, Thorgrimson,
Shidler, Gates & Lucas • Lori
Nelson Adams '79, Reed
McClure Moceri Thonn &
Moriarty • Irene M. Fisher
'78, Riddell, Williams , Bullitt
& Walkinshaw • Earl
Murdock '89, Russell J.
Speidel Law Firm • Andy

Professor John LaFond (left)
and Associate Professor David
Boerner confer during their faculty
fireside presentation on coping with
the violent sex offender.

Schwarz '87, Seattle-King
County Defender's Office
• Peter C. Spratt '80, Shidler
McBroom Gates & Lucas, now
Preston, Thorgrimson, Shidler,
Gates & Lucas.
• Christopher Osborne '83,
Short, Cressman & Burgess
• Timothy Martin '85,
Sylvester Rudd Petrie &
Cruzen • Timothy Black '82
and Deborah Knapp '84,
Tousley Brain • Mary J o
Heston '80, U.S. Dept. of
Justice • Ben Porter '82, U.S.
Dept. of Health & Human
Services • Margaret Easton
Armes '85, Ulin, Dann &
Lambe • Diane McGaha '88,
Washington Arbitration &
Mediation Services
• Meredith Wright Morton
'78, Melissa A. Burke-Cain
'82, Doug Mosich '88, ·Cindy
L. Burdue '84, and Annette
E. Womac '85, Washington
Attorney General's Office
• Ben Barnes '88, Washington
Senate Services Committee
• Sandy D. McDade '79 and
Susan Preston '85, Weyer
haeuser Company • Mary H.
Spillane '81, Williams, Kastner
& Gibbs.
You, too, can make a differ
ence by encouraging your em
ployer to let us know of available
openings-for student interns,
for summer clerks, for new
associates, or for lateral hires.
Legal employers are already
scheduling their dates for next
fall.
We can post your announce
ment on our Job Board. During
1989, we listed 883 jobs for
students and graduates. We
publish permanent positions in
our monthly newsletter and
include the announcement on
our weekly Hot Line. The
Placement Services Office
206-591-2265 stands ready to
help .
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FACULTY MEMBERS SERVE IN MANY WAYS:
FROM DRAFTING LEGISLATION
To AIDING NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS
A well-rounded group who contribute to the community ...
E
get Sound faculty are pro
lific writers, ranking among the
top 50 law schools nationally
in the volume of their published
works. But their accompllsh
ments also include speaking,
testifying, training their peers,
and helping to build a better
profession and community by
serving on a variety of boards
and committees.
This article continues the
listing, begun in the last issue
of Lawyer, of faculty accom
plishments gleaned from a recent
re-accreditation report.
Assistant Professor Melinda
Branscomb, who joined the
faculty in August, presented a
paper on current developments
in drug testing in the workplace
at a seminar for the Tennessee
Bar Association, and a paper on
drugs in the workplace for a
multi-state labor and employ
ment seminar at Southern
Methodist University.
Professor Douglas M.
Branson recently authored
articles on corporate law for
both the Vanderbilt Law Review
and the Wake For est Law
Review. On the Washington
Bar Association Committee on
Corporate Law Revision for 13
years, Branson authored an
article on "Intra-corporate
Process and the A voidance of
Director Liability" that was
chosen for printing in the
Corporate Practice Commentator
as one of the dozen top cor
porate articles of the year. He
spoke recently at the Northwest
Securities Conference in Van
couver, B.C., and to groups in
Seattle and Coeur d'Alene. In
the fall, Professor Branson was
interviewed for a Wall Street
journal feature on competing
litigation efforts of Alaska and
Philadelphia class action lawyers
regarding environmental
damages caused by grounding
of the Exxon Valdez, and the

belated cleanup efforts that
followed.
Associate Professor Eric
Chiappinelli testified in the
fall before the Washington
State Senate Committee on
Banking and Financial Insti
tutions on the causes of the
1987 stock market crash. An
article, "Gun Jumping: The
Problem of Extraneous Offers
of Securities" was printed in
the University of Pittsburgh
Law Review, and "Trans Union
Reconsidered" was printed in
the fall issue of The journal of
Corporation Law.
Adjunct Professor and Justice
James M. Dolliver authored a
counterpoint article on the sub
ject of judicial campaigning and
recent proposals to amend the
Code of Judicial Conduct. The
article appeared in the July
issue of DeNOVO . Arguing
against Justice Dolliver was
Attorney General Ken Eikenberry.
The lengthy article was intro
duced by Craig Schuman '85,
who said : "I believe we are at
the beginning of a debate that
will grow in the coming years.
DeNOVO is fortunate to have
two distinguished spokes
people on the issue of judicial
campatgnmg."
Professor John Q. LaFond,
an adviser to Allied Arts of
Tacoma, is a board member of
the Tacoma Philharmonic and
a member of the County's
Mental Health Advisory Board
and the City's Citizens Trans
portation Advisory Committee.
LaFond testified before both
the Senate and House Law and
Justice Committees on proposed
predatory-sex-offender legis
lation, testified before the Ad
Hoc Legislative Task Force on
Sex Offenders, and authored an
"Op-ed" piece in the Tacoma

Morning News Tribune in which
he contended that sex offenders
should be treated as criminals,
not mental patients. He also
presented a paper titled "The
Homeless Mentally Ill: Is Coer
cive Psychiatry the Answer?" at
the recent annual meeting of
the Association of American
Law Schools in San Francisco.
While La Fond was an out
spoken critic of the state's new
sex -offender legislation, Associ
ate Professor David Boener,
who drafted the bill as a mem
ber of the Governor's Task
Force on Community Protec
tion, spoke frequently through
out the state on sentencing the
sexual offender and on state
and federal sentencing.
Assistant Professor Cecil J.
Hunt II is serving as chair of
the development committee of
the Upper Tacoma Renaissance
Association.
Professor Sheldon Frankel, a
member of the board of directors
of the Upper Tacoma Renais
sance Association, also serves
as treasurer on the board of
directors of the Washington
Women's Employment and
Education project. He is also a
member of the Capital Projects
Advisory Committee of Tacoma,
a committee that reviews and
recommends major capital
projects for submission as bond
issues to the voters.
Dean and Professor Jim
Bond spoke to the Alaska Muni
cipal League in Juneau in No
vember. At home in Tacoma,
he is secretary and on the board
of directors of the Pantages
Centre, and secretary of the Ex
ecutive Committe and on the
board of directors of the Down
town Tacoma Association.
Recent developments in the
Soviet Union have kept Asso
ciate Professor Michael
Newcity in constant demand.
An expert on tax treatment of
Soviet joint ventures, his articles
have appeared in numerous tax

Professor Wallace Rudolph

Assistant Professor
Cecil Hunt

Professor Mark
Reutlinger
Assistant Professor
Melinda Branscomb

and law journals. He recently
presented a paper on tax issues
in Soviet joint ventures to the
First International Conference
on Recent Developments in
East-West Joint Ventures,
sponsored by Moscow State
University and the State Univer
sity of New York. He will edit,
and contribute to, a book on
joint ventures in the USSR,
Eastern Europe and China for
Westview Press. His book titled
Soviet Entrepreneurs: The Legal
Regulations of Private Enterprise
in the USSR will be published
by Princeton University Press.
An expert as well on Australian
defamation law, Newcity spoke
at a conference in Melbourne in
December. His paper, "The
Sociology of Defamation in
Australia and America," was
the subject of two articles in
Australian newspapers and
interviews on two Australian
radio stations. In addition, he is
part of a group that is organizing
a conference on the legal pro
tection of computer software in
the USSR that will be held in
conjunction with the Goodwill
Games.
Another board member of the
Tacoma Philharmonic, Professor
Mark Reutlinger, is a member
of the Probate Law Task Force
which is drafting extensive
revisions to the Washington
Probate Code. His article on
the constitutionality of recent
legislation relating to notice to
probate creditors will be pub
lished in the coming issue of
Real Property, Probate & Trust
journal.
Professor Wallace Rudolph
spoke on contested issues in
local government to a Wash
ington State Bar Association
seminar in December, devel
oped a chapter about judicial
control of local governments for
the Administrative Law Section

Handbook for Lawyers, and is a
member of the board of direc
tors of the Wright Park Neigh
borhood Association.
An expert on land use issues,
Professor Richard L. Settle
recently published a 1990
supplement to his book The
Washington State Environ
mental Policy Act, a Legal and
Policy Analysis, Butterworth
Legal Publishers. He has
served on the editorial advisory
board of the Northwest Land
Use Review since 1983.
Associate Professor David
Skover's article "The First
Amendment in an Age of Para
troopers," co-authored with
Ronald K.L. Collins, will be
published in the April issue of
the Texas Law Review, along
with reactions from eight law
and mass communication
scholars. Skover's article, "The
Senator and the Constitution:
An Annotated Interview with
Orrin G . Hatch," was published
in the Hastings Constitutional
Law Quarterly. A paper on
"Four Models of State Consti
tutional Law Interpretations"
was presented to a University
of Montana symposium and
will be published in the May
issue of the Montana Law
Review. Professor Skover is
currently touring the state with
a presentation on the First Amend
ment and another on the future
of legal liberalism, two topics
chosen by the Washington
Commission for the Humanities
as part of its popular program
called "The Inquiring Mind."
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NOTES ON PUGET SOUND ALUMNI/AE:
MORE THAN 4,000 GRADUATES OUT THERE
AND HERE'S THE LATEST ABOUT THEM
Practicing lmi' , stud:ving Japan ese, ge tting married ...
W .h the graduation of the
class of '89, the number of
Puget Sound law alumni/ ae has
topped the 4,000 mark! Follow
ing are updates on a few of
them.
Several alums have written to
tell us that they have opened
their own practices. Mark R.
Bahn '75 is now a sole practi
tioner in St. Louis, Mo., working
in the areas of negligence-plain
tiff, criminal, civil litigation and
trade association law. Lamont
Taylor '88 has also opened
his own office in Bellevue,
Wash. , practicing in real estate,
plaintiffpersonal injury, busi
ness and tax law. John P.
Payseno '83 has opened his
own practice in Renton, Wash.
Wendy R . Kaiser '86 is now
practicing family law in down 
town Seattle.
James R. Makin '77 writes
that he is a partner in a trading
company in Beaumont, Texas,
which represents the govern
ment of Pakistan.
Alan S. Paja '79 was acting
assistant director for WISHA , a
department of Labor and Indus
tries from June to December
1989. Marilyn G. Paja '79
was recently reappointed Gig
Harbor Municipal Court Judge.
Along with this part-time posi 
tion, she maintains a private
practice in Port Orchard, Wash.

Eleanor Hoague '79 writes:
"I recently returned from five
years of working in England
and Argentina. After working
for a year and a half on a post
doctoral degree at Cambridge, I
went to Argentina on a Ful
bright research grant. I lived
in Buenos Aires while writing a
Spanish-English legal dictionary
which will be in the bookstores
in mid-August. An interesting,
but tedious task, I'm glad to be
back in the U.S. I have opened
up a private practice emphasiz
ing international, immigration
and corporate law in north
Seattle and am preparing to
open an office in downtown
Seattle."
A. Shawn Hicks '84 has
become associated with the
Seattle firm of Ulin Dann and
Lambe. He will focus on con
struction law and civil litigation.
Virginia DeCosta '89 has
joined the Tacoma law firm of
Messina Duffy. Catherine
Eggen '85 , who was formerly
an attorney adviser for the U.S.
Tax Court, has joined the
Seattle-based firm Bogle and
Gates. She practices out of the
Bellevue office.
Stuart T. Rolfe '78 has
joined the Seattle firm Foster
Pepper and Shefelman. David
M. Lowry '83 is an attorney
adviser for the Navy in Pearl
Harbor.

OUR J\1AN IN GENEVA

W.

have received the exciting news that Rufus H. Yerxa '76
was appointed the Deputy United States Trade Representative a~d
United States Ambassador to the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) by President Bush in May 1989. The GATT,
with headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, is the principal multi
lateral agreement governing world trade . Ambassador Y erxa is
responsible for the activities of the U.S. Mission in Geneva and
represents the United States in GATT negotiating sessions.
Prior to his current appointment, Ambassador Yerxa was with
the Committee on Ways and Means of the U .S. House of Repre
sentatives, where he served as assistant chief counsel and as staff
director of the Subcommittee on Trade. In that capacity, he
participated in the development of key legislative enactments
relating to foreign trade, including the Trade Acts of 1984 and
1988, the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act, and the
United States-Canada Free- Trade Agreement Implementation Act.

Clifford G. Morey '83 has
become a member of the
Tacoma law firm of Davies
Pearson. Thomas Nagle '82
has joined the Yakima, Wash. ,
firm of Walters, Whitaker,
Finney & Falk. He was most
recently associated with Roy,
Pell & Nagle.
Judy Rae Jasprica '89 has
joined, and Donna R. Roper
'85 has become a partner at the
Tacoma firm of Gordon,
Thomas, Honeywell, Malanca,
Peterson & Daheim . Roper
concentrates her practice in
land use, broker liability and
general real estate law.
William Walker '83 is a
partner with Alaska's largest
law firm, Hughes Thorsness
Gantz Powell & Brundin. Bill
practices municipal law and
serves as City Attorney to the
City of Valdez. Donna
Walker '83 is a part -time
associate with the same firm,
and a full-time mom to four
children.
Another Anchorage- based
alum, Sean R . Parnell '87,
writes that he is practicing with
the firm of Hartig, Rhodes,
Norman, Mahoney & Edwards.
The Law School currently has
67 grads in Anchorage.
Mark A. Chmelewski '89
writes from a much warmer
place, showing how far Puget
Sound grads spread out after
graduation. Mark is clerking
for Judge Ronald Ibarra of the
Third Circuit Court in Kona,
Hawaii. He writes: "The job is
going well, very interesting and
educational. But, I am tired of
watching lawyers. I am ready
to practice. " The Law School

has 42 grads in Hawaii and 16
grads from the class of '89
clerking this year. See the side
bar on this page for a complete
list of clerks.
We have received word that
Robert H. Russell '75, for
merly a commisioner with the
Colorado State Judicial Depart
ment, is now a judge for the
Arapahoe County Court.
John Probst '89 is spending
this first year out of law school
studying Japanese at Cornell on
a government fellowship .
Casey Nagy '84 passed the
Wisconsin Bar this past summer
and is now the Municipal Court
Judge in Evansville, Wise .,
in addition to private practice.
Casey and JoAnn, former direc
tor of admission at the law
school, write that they miss
everyone at the law school very
much.
John David Goodman '87
is the proud father of Molly
Rose Goodman, who was born
last November. John is an asso
ciate with James William Stovall,
P.C. in Avon, Colo.
Brian Roberts '80 writes to
share the news of his marriage
to Judy Corbit last October.
Linda Moran '86 has just
become engaged to Jason Cough.
They plan a spring '91 wedding.
Douglas C. Brown '76
writes: "I have been practicing
in Salem, Ore., for the past
three years with the law firm of
-Continued on next page-

Sixteen members of the
class of '89 are clerking
this year in courts across
Washington and the U.S.
Helen Bacon '89
judge john A. Petrich
Washington Court of Appeals,
Division II
Mark Chmelewski '89
Judge Ibarra
Third District Court, Koha,
Hawaii
Stephan Collins '89
judge john Bosshard III
Alaska Superior Court, Third
Judicial District
Mimi Desjardins '89
justice ]ames M. Dolliver
Washington Supreme Court
Contance Dillon '89
justice Barbara ]. Durham
Washington Supreme Court
Tracy Forsythe '89
judge Frederick Hayes
Pierce County Superior Court
Pamela Fuller '89
judge Lapsley W. Hamblen , Jr.
U.S . Tax Court, Washington,
D .C .
Nancy Ghusn '89
judge Roy Torvinen
Nevada State District Court
Michael Held '89
judge William Baker
Washington Court of Appeals,
Division I
Elisabeth Kranz '89
Commissioners Meath & Adams
Washington Court of Appeals,
Division II
Heidi Lindblad '89
King County Superior Court
Rita Love '89
General Clerk
Snohomish County Superior
Court
Mark Roberts '89
judge Edward P . Reed
Washington Court of Appeals,
Division II
Kathleen A. Stockman '89
justice Keith M. Callow
Washington Supreme Court
Marilyn Taylor '89
judge joseph H. Coleman
Washington Court of Appeals,
Division I
Boyd Wiley '89
judge Edward T. Reed
Washington Court of Appeals,
Division II

Helen Bacon '89 (left),
Gregory Marshall '88
and Jennifer Browning '88
while serving as clerks for
Division II , Washington
State Court of Appeals.
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WSTLA PRESIDENT
PAT LEPLEY IS
A ToP VoLUNTEER
Teaching, directing, running for office.. .
Churchill, Leonard, Brown &
Donaldson, concentrating on
personal injury, employment
and domestic relations litigation.
I ·am active as a medic with the
rural fire district in Silverton,
the small agricultural community
where I live. I teach Emer
gency Medicine Law and Emer
gency Vehicle Operations at the
local community college and for
fire departments in the Willa
mette Valley. I moved this
summer to a seven -acre parcel
in the Silver Creek Canyon,
and am enjoying the deer and
the view."
Mary Prevost '82 is now
director of the Conference of
Western Attorneys General and
counsel for the W estern Office
Council of State Governments.
Her office is located in San
Francisco.

IN MEMORY

h
e many friends and
colleagues of Eric A. Hoyer
'83 and Steven M. Dorobis
'84 mourn the deaths of the
two Puget Sound Law School
graduates, who passed away
January 14, 1990.
Eric Hoyer is remembered for
his incisive legal mind and
genuine capacity for kindness.
A native of New York, Eric
grew to love the Pacific North
west and spent much of his free
time out-of-doors. He was a
partner in the Seattle law firm
of Kane, Hoyer & Friedman.
Steven Dorobis enriched the
lives of his many friends with
his wit and love of life. Perhaps
best remembered for his ability
to smile in the face of adversity,
Steve practiced law largely in
civil matters. At the time of
his death he was an attorney in
Seattle.
The two alumni were victims
of a homicide which, to date,
has not been solved. Their
families and friends have
established a reward fund for
information leading to the arrest
and conviction of their assailants.
To make a contribution to this
fund, write "Reward Fund" c/ o
Kane, Hoyer & Friedman, 306
Lyon Building, 607 Third Ave. ,
Seattle, W A 98104.

Michael Scruggs '89 and
Vivien F . Lee '78 have both
joined the Seattle office of
Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt.
Lee is of counsel to the firm
working in international and
environmental areas. Scruggs is
focusing on commercial litigation.
Christopher K. Shank '81
has been made a partner in the
Seattle firm of Williams,
Kastner & Gibbs. He heads
the firm's family law practice.
Christopher Osborn '83 has
been made partner at the Seattle
firm of Short, Cressman &
Burgess. Kathleen (Marks)
Wilcox '85 has been promoted
to vice president of Security
Pacific Bank of Washington.
Don Bennett '86, formerly a
legislative staff member, was
appointed to fill the 25th
District seat in the Washington
State House of Representatives.
He plans to run to retain the
position in this fall's election.
Gregory S. Goss '75 writes:
"I left private practice after 14
years to do what I've always
wanted to do- construct build
ings, specializing in automotive
related centers and hazardous
materials management. South
ern California is good. San
Diego is great! I passed the
California Bar in July of 1989.
Only eight out-of-state counsels
passed in San Diego/ Imperial
Counties (pop. 3,000,000).
Annetta Lawson '86 had an
article titled "Beyond the Books:
Using Law Librarians" pub
lished in the September issue of
the Washington State Bar News.
She is librarian for Ferguson &
Burdell in Seattle and for the
Eastside Law & Tax Library in
Bellevue.
We welcome alumni/ae news
regarding professional and
personal accomplishments and
will print notes and photos as
space allows . Send your infor
mation along with a daytime
phone number to:
The Alumni! ae Affairs Office
University of Puget Sound
School of Law
950 Broadway Plaza
Tacoma, WA 98402-4470

Community and profession benefit ...

A

significant characteristic
of the legal profession is the
large amount of time that law
yers are expected to volunteer
for community and professional
organizations. In a recent fare
well letter to his constituency,
Pat LePley '76, immediate
past president of the Wash
ington State Trial Lawyers Associ
ation, praises this attitude, noting
that "what is remarkable about
this organization is that every
thing our members do and contri
bute is 100 percent voluntary."
Not the least of these volun
teers is LePley himself, who,
1

according to Gerhard Letzing,
executive director of the
WSTLA, "has championed the
development of a politically
astute and financially generous
membership throughout his
long-standing involvement with
the organization."
Over the course of his year as
president, LePley's monthly
column in Trial News considered
issues ranging from the Supreme
Court decision in Sofie v. Fibre
board Corporation, the Novack
Commission Report, voir dire,
and Settlement Month.

SHAPING UP SEATTLE

A

Puget Sound graduate, Dennis McLerran '82, will have an
important hand in shaping the size and growth of downtown
Seattle. Described by the Seattle Post-Intelligencer as a "quiet, by
the-book person who directs the city's Department of Construction
and Land Use," McLerran became one of the most powerful
Seattle officials when the city's voters approved the Citizen's
Alternative Plan (CAP), a measure to set limits to downtown
construction. McLerran is in charge of determining the mechanism
for implementing that plan. A former city of Tacoma planner and
land use lawyer for the Seattle city attorney's office, McLerran has
taken an activist role in setting out procedures for controlling
growth under the CAP guidelines. "I try to be fair," he said.
"I've chosen to be in public life because it's important to have in
government people who care. I think I can do good things."

OUR TWO NEW JUDGES...
C
ongratulations are in order
for Joan DuBuque '77 and
Terry Sebring '74. Both have
recently been named judges on
the Superior Court for the State
of Washington.
DuBuque, formerly a Family
Law Court Commissioner for
King County, was appointed to
the King County Superior Court
last fall. After law school, she
began her legal career as a
deputy prosecutor for King
County. From 1978 to 1983,
she was in private pranice. She
practiced primarily family law
and was active in bench- bar
activities.
Sebring assumed his judgeship
on the Pierce County Superior
Court on February 1. One of
eighteen graduates of Puget
Sound's first class, Sebring
commented at his swearing in:

"The school was not certified
by the ABA at that point, but
the eighteen of us still went
ahead and crammed in order to
complete the program in two
years . We were either hard
working or crazy."
Prior to his appointment,
Sebring served as legal counsel
to Governor Booth Gardner.
Before that, he had worked for
then-Pierce County Executive
Gardner as his chief labor nego
tiator and administrative assis
tant. Sebring began his career
as a criminal deputy prosecutor
with the Pierce County Prose
cutor's Office, eventually serving
as the county's chief civil deputy
prosecutor.
DuBuque and Sebring join
fellow alum Karen Seinfeld '77
on the Superior Court bench.

LAW
FOUNDATION
NEEDS You
Internship fundnl ...
L
e Puget Sound Law
Foundation could use your
help. Especially if you've never
been able to offer assistance to
the students who've followed in
your footsteps, now's the time
and this is the opportunity.
Co-chairs of the Foundation,
John Kydd '82 and Peter
Goldman '84, worked closely
with students this year to develop
a summer internship for a
student who will research the
possibilities for a loan forgive
ness program at the Law School.
Amanda Laveson '92 has
been selected to be the intern.
A loan forgiveness program
incrementally reduces a law
graduate's outstanding student
loans for each year of practice
with a qualified legal services
organization. Thus, a loan for
giveness program creates strong
incentives for graduates to prac
tice public interest law. The
program is another step toward
ensuring a sufficient supply of
attorneys to provide legal services
to persons who cannot afford
traditional services.
The Puget Sound Legal F oun
dation also joined in sponsoring
the 1990 "Choices" conference,
a day-long series of presentations
and workshops on a variety of
occupations for law graduates.
(See story on page 11.)
How about participating in
the Puget Sound Law F oun
dation? Annual memberships
are $50 for alumni/ae and $15
for students. Contact the
Foundation at P.O. Box 360,
Tacoma, WA 98401, or call
our 1990 student president,
Brenda Hunt, at 285-6937.

-Peter Goldman '84

Peter Goldman '84

-Peter Friedman '85

Vivien Lee '78

Don Bennett '86
Terry Sebring '74

Patrick LePley '76
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